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We give some results concerning density or non-density of smooth functions 
between two compact manifolds M” and Nk in Sobolev spaces IV’-+‘(M”, Nk). In 
particular, we study the case N = Sk. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
The problem of density of smooth maps between two compact manifolds 
was first considered by Eells and Lemaire [ 11, and later by Schoen and 
Uhlenbeck [2,3]. In [2, 33, it is proved that maps of Sobolev spaces 
W’*~(M”, Nk) can be approximated by smooth maps in the case 
p> n = dim M”. They also show that smooth maps are not dense in 
W’*p(Sk x x” - k, Sk- l ), k - 1 < p c k, where A”‘- k is a manifold of dimen- 
sion n - k. 
Let us recall some usual notations [3]: 
M” and Nk are two compact Riemannian manifolds of dimension n and 
k, respectively. Nk is embedded in IR’ (1~ N *); M” may have a boundary, 
but not Nk. 
For p> 1, we set 
W’“(M”, Nk) = {u E F@‘(M, Rip); u(x) E Nk a.e.} 
[p] is the largest integer <p. 
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- for m 2 1, B” is the closed unit ball of W” and S” is the boundary of 
B”+ 1. 
- ‘for qEN*, z,(Nk) is the q-homotopy group of Nk; 
- for a manifold A4 of dimension n, for q < n, M; is the q-skeleton of M. 
Our results show that density depends strongly on the topology of N. 
The homotopy groups xq(N) seem to play a central role in these questions. 
Our results may be summed up by the following theorems: 
THEOREM 1. For 1 6 p < k every map in W’*P(M”, Sk) can be 
approximated by smooth maps, for the W’*p norm. 
THEOREM 2. Zf nCp3(Nk) # 0, and p < n, then smooth maps are not dense 
in W’-P(B”, Nk), for the W’-p norm. 
This result is closely related to [3]. 
THEOREM 3. P(B”, S’) is dense in W’*P(B”, S’) if and only ifp > 2. 
Let us summarise our density and non-density results in the special case 
Nk = Sk. 
C”(M”, 9) c w’qs”, 9) n<k nzk k=l 
p<k Dense Dense - 
pan Dense Dense Dense 
k<p<k+l<n - Not dense Not dense 
k+l&p<n Undecided Dense 
Let us emphasize that we don’t know whether smooth maps are dense or 
not when k + 1 <p c n and xcpl(Sk) = 0 (k # 1). 
Let N = Sk, n = k + 1. By the above results, or [3], we know that the 
smooth maps are not dense in W’“(Bk+‘,Sk). For this special case, we 
prove another density result, suggested by the works of Brezis, Coron, and 
Lieb [S]: 
THEOREM 4. For k<p<k+l, every map UE W’“(Bk+‘,Sk) can be 
approximatedfor the W’” norm, by maps u, E W’“(Bk+ ‘, Sk) smooth except 
at most at a finite number of points (i.e., u, E Cm(Bk+ ’ \ {a,,, . . . . a,>), where 
a,,, and p depend on n). 
In another direction, we also obtain: 
THEOREM 5. Let p < dim M” = n and 71, _ ,( Nk) = 0. Let f E W’“( M”, Nk) 
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be smooth except at most at a finite number of points. Then f can be 
approximated, for the W’T~ norm, by smooth maps. 
The main results of this paper are announced in [4]. 
I. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let u E W’*P(M”, Sk), p < k. Let E > 0, and x0 E Sk. Set 
vxo,, = Sk f-l Ilk+ 1(x0, E), 
and 
w,,, = Sk \ J%&B 7 where px,,,, = k,,,\ 8 Ko,, . 
Then VX,,, and W,,,e are diffeomorphic and moreover we can construct (cf. 
Appendix I, Lemma Al) a lipschitz map $XOIE from Sk into W,,,e such that 
W,,J G c.5 ~ ‘9 where C is an absolute constant; 
4 -WI4 cvro& =Id,,,. .i 
There is also a constant K1 such that the maximal number pE of disjoint 
subsets VX,,, contained in Sk is less than Kleek. 
For i=l , . . . . p let V,,, be such subsets. We have 
So, there is some i,,E (1, . . ..p.} such that 
where Vo,E = C,+ and vo,c = t,,,. 
Set 4, = Q+,+. 
We now prove that u, = 4, o u tends to u in Wlg(M, Sk), when E goes to 
zero. We have u,(x) = u(x), if x E u-‘( V,,,), and u(x) E Wo,g a.e. Hence, 
< CP& -P I [Vu[Pdx<CPCo.sk-P+O (2) u-‘(~od 
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as E --, 0. By (1) and (2), we obtain 
lM IVU,-VU~~~X=~~_,,~~~~ IVu,-Vulpdx+O when s--,0. 
It now suffices to approximate u, by smooth maps. We know that 
u,(x) E W,,+ a.e. and that W,,E and Bk are diffeomorphic. Let f be a dif- 
feomorphism between W,,, and Bk. Then, consider fo u, E W’~P(M”, Bk). 
Using convolution, for example, fou, can be approximated by smooth 
maps .L in W’@(M”, Bk) and almost everywhere. Let us show that 
f ~ ’ ~f,,~ + u, in W’~P(M”, Sk). We have u, =f-’ 0 (fo u,). So, 
I4f-‘tfn,e)+U~l= Idf-‘(f,,,)odf~,,-df-‘(foU,)od(fou,)l 
G I@--‘U-J I&n,,,-d(f~u,)l -t IW~uJl 
x Idf-‘(f,,~)-df-‘(f~u,)l 
and thus. 
IW-’ ~fn,,) - du,Ip dx M 1 
< lW1 II II&A - dU.0 dll ,Y 
+ I, W-‘U-n,,) -df-‘WUJP (4f~U,))P dx] 
UP 
The first term goes to zero because df,E + d(fo u,) in Lp. Since 
Idf-‘(fn,,) - df-‘(fo u,)l is bounded and goes to zero a.e., the second term 
goes to zero. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark. Using the above method Escobedo [6] has obtained the 
following result: 
Let r 2 1 (be any real number) and p 2 1 be such that rp <k. Then 
Cm( M”, Sk) is dense in wP(M”, Sk). 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We have to produce a map fe W1-p(B”, Nk), which cannot be 
approximated by smooth maps. 
The idea is to construct (as in [2,3]) a map f~ W’*p( B”, Nk), smooth, 
except on a singular set C, which has a simple form. We show that, if there 
is a sequence f,, E C (B”, Nk) tending to f in W’*p( B”, Nk), then we can 
580/80/l-5 
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extend continuously f restricted to B”\ V(L) (where V(Z) is a 
neighbourhood of Z) to the whole of B”, with target Nk. We construct 
explicitly a map f which cannot have this property. Set ML1 the [p] 
skeleton of B”. We may assume that ScP1 c M&P]. Let P be the orthogonal 
projection from R” to Rcpl + i, and rc the radial projection (centered at 0) 
from lRcP3+i to ScP3 (rr(x)=x/(xI). Set g=noPe W’@(B”, Stpl), so that g 
is smooth on B”\P-‘(CO]). Let B&p]+‘(q) be the ball of center 0 and 
radius q in RtPl+ ’ c R”. For q >O small enough, g is smooth on 
W(Z)= B”\P-‘(B~J’]+’ (q)) (we choose V(Z) = P-‘(BJ$‘l+ l(q))‘). 
There is a triangulation of W(C) such that ScP1 is included in the [p] 
skeleton of W(Z) denoted by WJJ’](Z). So the restriction # of g to W(Z) is 
such that g 1 sr~~ = IdstPl. Since rc tp,(N) #O, there is a lipschitz map 
4: Scpl + Nk which cannot be extended to Bcpl + ’ (embedded in B”). Then 
define f by 
f=#ogE W’“(B”, N). 
We shall use a result of White [7], which we recall briefly: Let 
f: h4” --+ Nk be a smooth map and let f,: M” + Nk be a sequence of smooth 
maps tending to f in W’” (p <n). Then, there is some m,, such that if 
m 2 m,, then f,,, and f are [p]-homotopic (i.e., f,,, and f restricted to M,Cpl 
are homotopic). 
Here take M” = W(Z). We deduce that, if there is some sequence f, of 
smooth maps tending to f in W’“(B”, N), then for m large enough, f and 
f, are homotopic on Scp3. Since fm is smooth on B”, by the homotopy 
extension theorem, we may extend f to B” in a continuous way. But by 
construction, this is impossible. 
AN EXAMPLE. u(x) =x/lx1 with XE B3. This u belongs to H1(B3, S2) 
and cannot be approximated by smooth maps. This example was first 
pointed out by Schoen and Uhlenbeck [2]. 
III. THE CASE Nk = S’ 
When p < dim M and rrcP1(Nk) = 0, we have no general result concerning 
density (or non-density) of C”(M”, Nk) in W’3p(M”, Nk). In the case 
Nk = S’, 2 <p < n, none of the above results applies. (Let us recall that 
smooth maps are not dense if 1 <p<2, since rr,(S’)#O.) 
Using new arguments, we shall establish that smooth maps from B” to 
S’ are dense in W’“(B”, S’), for every p 2 2. For simplicity, we shall only 
present the case n = 3 (the general case is technically more complicated, but 
the main idea is the same). 
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Proof of Theorem 3 for n = 3 
The idea is to construct, for each map u E W’**(B3, S’), a lifting eirp(X), 
where cp E W1~*(lEi3, R). First we treat the case p > 2 (Part A). The case p = 2 
is a little more difficult (Part B). Once cp is constructed, it is easy to 
conclude, using the following lemma proved in Appendix II: 
LEMMA A2. Let q E W’J’( IEB3; R) (p > 2). Then ei”‘p(x) E W1rp( B3; S’ ) can 
be approximated, for the W’T~ norm, by smooth maps. 
Part A: p>2 
We have: 
LEMMA 1. (i) Let UE W1J’(B3; S’). There is some map cp E W’,*(B3; R) 
such that u(x) = eip(X) for a.e. x E B3. 
(ii) If vr and q2 are two maps in W’.*(B3; R) such that 
eivpl(-x) = ei’pz(x)= u(x) for a.e. XE B3, then there is n E h such that 
cpl(x) - (p*(x) = 2q for a.e. x E B3. 
Proof of Lemma 1. The proof is divided in three steps. In the first step 
we slice up C3 in planes parallel to (0, x, y), and as u is continuous for a.e. 
plane, we may define a lift cp, . Slicing up in an other direction, we obtain 
another lift cpz. 
In the second step, we show that rpl = cpz = rp a.e. 
In the third step, we show that q E W1@(B3, IX) using the fact that 
cp = (p, = (p2 a.e., and Fibini’s theorem. 
Step 1. Set C3 = {(x, y, z)E @/Sup(x, y, z)< l} = [O, 113; C3 is a 
cube in lR3, whose vertices are 0, (LO, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1). It will be 
easier, in further considerations, to work on C3 rather than on B3. 
Consider the planes parallel to (0, x, y). These planes are characterized 
by their height zO. Write Z, = (0, 0, zO) (respectively X0 = (x,, 0, 0), 
Y0 = (0, y,, 0)). Each time we mention a plane, we mean its intersection 
with C3. So we write (Z,, x, y) instead of (Z,, x, y) n C3 . . . . 
We recall the following well-known lemma: 
LEMMA 2. For almost every Z~E [0, 11, u ((zux,yj~ W’v*((Z,, x, y); S’) 
and therefore is continuous (by Sobolev’s embbedding theorem). 
Let us recall the following classical topological result: 
LEMMA 3. Let u E C”(C2; S’) (where C* = [0, 11’). There is some map 
cp E @C*, R) such that v = e ie(x). Moreover, if cp, and q, are such that 
eiVpl(X’ = e’V2(“’ =v, then there is n E Z such that cp, - q2 = 2nn. 
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Let us return to the proof of Lemma 1. 
By Lemma 2, we may assume that the restriction of u to 
9 = (0,X, Y) u (0, X, Z) is continuous (if it is not we may change the axis). 
By Lemma 3, we know that there is some @E C”(9, R) such that 
u(x) = e”@) on 9. 
Set 4= izo~ CO, 11 I 4~zo.x,y~ EW’“~C?}. By Lemma2, mes&=l. 
For z. E &‘, we define cpi E Co on (Z,, x, y) by (cf. Lemma 3) 
- v,(Zo) = am 
- Vx e (Z,, x, y), u(x) = eiql(‘). 
Since we have the first condition, ‘pi is uniquely defined on (Z,, x, y). 
Finally, ‘p, is defined for a.e. x E C3. 
Likewise choosing another axis (0, Y), for example, we construct (pz. Set 
~‘,={~o~[O,l]/~J~y,,~,,~}~U/‘~P~~.mes~~=l. ForyoE~~deline~p, 
on (Y,, x, z) by u(x) = eirp*(x) and q2( Y,) = @5( Y,), ‘pz is defined for a.e. 
x E C3 and u(x) = eirp*(x). 
Step 2. We now claim that cpi = ‘pz a.e. on C3. 
Proof: By construction, we have ‘pi = cpz = @ on 9. cpi and ‘pz are both 
explicitly defined for Mo(xo, y,, z,), such that y,~&~ and Z,E dz (i.e., for 
a.e. MoeC3). So u I~zo,x,y) and u l(yo,x,z) are continuous. Let us show that 
cp,(Mo) = cp,(Mo)- 
Consider the closed path in C3: 
M&o, y,, zo) --t M,(x,, y,, 0) + M,(x,, 070) -+ M&o, 0, ZIJ) --t M&o, yo, zo). 
I I I I 1 J in (Y0.x.z) in 0 in (4.x.r) 
u, cpi, and cpz are continuous on this path. This path is a rectangle 
R(M,, M,, M,, M,) contained in the plane P=(M,, y,z). Using 
Lemma 2, we know that there is some plane P’ parallel to P such that u 
restricted to P’ is continuous. Consider the image R’ of 
R(M,, M,, M,, 44,) by the orthogonal projection on P’. Since u is con- 
tinuous on (0, x, y) u (0, x, z) u (Z,, x, y) u (Y,, x, z), the restriction of u 
to R’ and the restriction of u to R are homotopic. Moreover, u is con- 
tinuous on P’, i.e., in the inside of R’. So, by the homotopy extension 
theorem, there is some o E C”(P, S’) such that u I R = u ( R. 
By Lemma 3, let {E C’(P, R) by the only map such that u(x) = eitcx) on 
Pand r=@=(pl=(pz on 9nP. 
Then, it is easy to show that i = pi = (p2 on the whole path R, and thus 
rp,(M,) = (Pi. This concludes the proof of the claim. 
Step 3. So, our map cp = ‘pi = (p2, for a.e. x E C3, is constructed. We 
claim that cp E W’J’(B3; R). For this purpose, we need Lemma A3, proved 
in Appendix II. 
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LEMMA A3. Let UE W1”(C2; S’)c C”(C2; S’). Let q E C”(C2; S’) be 
such that u = eiq(“‘. Then go E W1*p( C2; R) and Vu = i V~ei’p(“). 
Let us return to the proof of Lemma 1 (i.e., cp E W’3p). 
(a) We claim that cp E L’. 
Proof. cp is continous on 9. Set p = sup,,, Icp(M)I < + co. For a.e. 
M(x,y, z), ZEJ& i.e., (PE W1,p((Zo, x, y), R)c Co. Since, by Lemma A3, 
wa4 = 13 /a I u z , we have q(M) - cp(zo) = j; (acp/&)(x, y, S) ds and thus, 
Integrating this inequality on B3, we obtain the result. 
(b) VqeLp. 
Extend u (and cp) to c3 = [ - 1, 2) (this is quite easy) and call this new 
map also U. 
Since cp E L’, cp has a derivative (in 9’). Let us show that Vq = 
- i Vue-iv (for example, that a(p/ay = -i(au/dy) e-@). Let 4 E Cpo(c3, IR) 
be a testing function. Applying Fubini’s theorem, we obtain 
by Lemma A2, 
=- 
I s zig: ~zoxy,v,~~~d~ dz; 0 9 . ay 1 
and by Lemma A4, 
3.4 
zse-‘“‘q5dxdy dz 1 
= I iscp,dxdydz. e3 ay 
SO (aplay, 4) = (-i(a@y) e-“, 4). 
It follows that Vq E Lp and therefore cp E W’,p. So Lemma l(i) is proved. 
Part (ii) is quite easy. 
Part B: p=2 
We are going to prove the same result in the case p = 2. We have, as 
above, the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 2bis. For almost every z. E [0, 11, u~zO,X,yJ E H’((Z,, x, y); 9). 
Here, a new difficulty appears because we don’t have H’ c Co. To go on, 
we use the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4. (i) Let u E H’(C*; S’). Then there is some r E H'(C*; Iw) 
such that v(x) = e’““’ for a.e. x E C*. 
(ii) Zf t1 and t[* are two maps in H’(C*; Iw), such that eirl= eie2= u, 
then there is some integer n E Z, such that 5, - t2 = 2nn, a.e. on C*. 
ProoJ As in Part A, we define <i and <,: for a.e. M(x,, yo), 
v I( rO, XJ E H’ c C”( ( Y,, x); S’ ), where Y, = (0, vo). Write 9’ = (0, x) u 
(0, y). We may assume that u lo, E H’ c Co. So there is a map $6 C?(Q’; S’) 
such that u 19, = e”. Then we define rl and c2 by: 
- For a.e. y. E [O, 11, u ( (rO,Xj E Co, so there is a unique 
t1 E C”(( Y,, x); R) such that <i( Y,) = r( Y,) and u 1 (vO,Xj = eyl@! 
- For a.e. x0 E [0, 11, u IX,,u E Co, so there is a unique 
t2 E C?((X,, y); R) such that 5*(X0) = z(X,) and u I~X,,yJ = ey*(X). 
We claim that 5, = 4[* a.e. on C*. 
Proof. For a.e. Mo(xo,yo)~C3, u )(Yo,xj~e and u )(xO,Yj~C?‘. Let us 
show now that l,(M,) = <*(MO). 
Consider the closed path in C3: 
Mo(xo, Yo) -+ Ml(O, Yo) -+ M,(Q 0) + M,(xo, 0) + MO. 
u is continuous on this path R(Mo, M,, M,, M,) and u E #(I; S’), where Z 
is the interior of R (I- [0, I]‘). Then we conclude using Lemma A4 
proved in Appendix II: 
LEMMA A4. Let u E H1(C2; S’) be such that g = u lacz E H’ c Co. Then 
there is some BE C”(C2; S’) such that B Ia=2 = g. 
Conclusion of the Proof of Lemma 4. Let [E C’(C*, IR) be the only 
continuous map such that B=eie and &Co)= 5,(O)= r*(O). Then on R, 
f= t, = t2. Thus 5,Wo) = t2Wo). 
The remainder of the proof of Part B is the same as in Part A. We may 
assume that u I3 E H’(9, S’). We define $ on D using Lemma 4(i). 
For a.e. z. E CO, 1 I, uczo, x y) E Ml, and we define cpi on (Z,, x, y) by 
(using Lemma 4(i) and (ii)) 
u = eirpl and cp1=9 on Go, x, Y) (7 9. 
Likewise, we define (p2. We show that ‘pi = p2 by Lemma A4. The rest of 
the proof is then exactly identical. 
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Remark. If Nk = T2 (or Tk), we have the following result: C”(B3, T2) is 
dense in I@‘(B3; T2) for p > 2. 
It suffices to embed T2 in R4 and write T2 = S’ x S’. 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
The first step is to treat the problem with M” = Sk+ ’ (instead of Bk+ ‘) 
to avoid difficulties at the boundary. Let UE I@‘(Sk+‘; Sk). Using 
convolution, for example, we know that there is a sequence 
U,E Cm(Sk+‘, Bk+‘) such that u, --f u in W’3p(Sk+‘; Bkt ‘) and almost 
everywhere. Choose E > 0 small enough. Set 
is-,= (xdRk+‘; JxI= l--E}. 
Sf-, is a submanifold of lRk+ i of codimension 1. Using a genericity 
theorem (Sard, for example), we may assume that F,,, = u; ‘( Sf- ,) is a 
compact submanifold of Sk + i of codimension 1, for every n. It is easy to 
show that F,,, = ~3 V,,,, where I’,,, = u; i { I yl < 1 - E}. v,., is submanifold, 
whose boundary is F,,,. 
We shall prove that there is a constant C, such that, for each domain 
V,,E, we have a map h,,, smooth except on a finite set, such that 
- hn,,,, “.E = un(F 3 
- vxg V,,,e, h,,::(x)ES:-,, 
-!v,,, IW,,,lpdx~C~v~,~ IVu,lpdx. 
As in the paper of Hardt and Lin [8] (see also [9, p. 556]), we use the 
following construction. Set, for every a E BfR l, 
71,: Rk+’ * sl;_,; %(X)= ,,;I;,, (1 --F); so X,E W1”(Bkfl; S’;__,). 
As u,, is smooth, for a.e. a E B’;,: ‘, we have, by Sard’s theorem, 
rcaOU,E W’JySk+‘;Sf-c ) and is smooth except on a finite set. By Fibini’s 
theorem, we obtain 
s f 4; ’ IVn,~u,)l~dxda VW 
d fvn, ~VU,(X)~~ ( j4;, b,(x) + al -p do) dx 
d c, W4x)lp dx 
V”, >( 
j*;, lKp &) < C2 fvnc IVu,(x)lp dx. 
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Thus, there is a subset & (mes d # 0) such that, Vu E a’, 
s (Vno~u,JpdxdCj I IW p dx, where C3 = G VW VW mW4,d 
We choose a E&, so that nao u, has only a finite number of point 
singularities. Set 
We have hn,,l,c = unlFnr and Jv.. lVh,,I p dx < CJv., IVu,l p dx, where 
C= C3 supaEBliZ ilip((rrJ,s:_,)-I)} < + co. Set w~,~ = Sk+’ + Bk+‘: 
- vx E v,,e, w,,(x) = h”, 
- vx # vn,w w,,(x) = %I. 
w. has only a finite number of point singularities, and VXE Sk+ ‘, 
1 YE 6 IIw,,(x)II < 1. Let us show that w,,, + u in W’” when n-r +co. We 
have 
I SC+’ II W”,, - 41’ dx = [vn.e II wn,, - u/I p dx < 2p mes( I’,,,). 
But mes( V,,) = mes{x; Ilu,(x)ll c 1 -E} --, 0, when E + 0 (because u,, + u 
a.e.). On the other hand, we have 
(I V”,Z ,,Vw,.-V~l,)“pdxB(~v~,~ lloU,.llp~~)l’p+(~v~,~ llWlpd~)lh~ 
Since mes( V,J goes to zero, the second term, on the right, goes to zero. 
For the second term, we have 
j IIVwn,,llpdx4Cj IIbzllpdx. 
V”,8 VW 
After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that there is a map 
gE w’qsk+‘, Rk+’ ) such that IVu,l < IVgl, Vne N, and thus 
Iv”, Ilhz,,llpdx~C~vne IIWl”dx-+0 when n+ +co. 
so W”,, + u in W’” when n + + co. Finally, to obtain the approximation, 
we only have to project w,,, on Sk and let E go to zero. 
To treat the case A4” = Bk+ ’ (in the above consideration we have 
supposed M” = Sk+‘), we may identify Bk+ ’ with S”, = {(x1, . . . . xk+ *) E 
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s k+ l; x1 >O} and extend UE W’,p(Bk; Sk) to Sk+’ by reflection (i.e., we 
consider H defined by ii(x) = u(x), if x GY”, , and if x4 P”“, , 
~(xL,‘..,xk+Z)=ii(-x,,x2,...,xk+2)). 
Remarks. (1) Using the fact that the image of Bk by a smooth map 
has measure zero in lRk+js ‘, j> 0, we also prove the density of 
C”(Bk, Sk+j) in Wlsp(Bk, Sk+“) for p<k+j. 
(2) The number of point singularities is not controlled and may 
possibly go to + co. 
(3) It is easy to show that the degree of the point singularities is + 1 
or -1. 
(4) An interesting variant to Theorem 4 is the following result 
suggested by [S]. 
THEOREM 4bis. Suppose now k =p = 2. Let u E N’(B3; S*) such that 
g = u Id*3 E C’(aB3, S2). Then u can be approximated by maps 
u, E H’( B3, S’), C’ except at most at a finite number of points, and such that 
url IafJ =g. 
Proof: Let i&c C”(B3, B3) be such that ii, + u in H’ and almost 
everywhere, when n + + co. Consider II, = u - i&. Then <,, = u, I ,+ E C’ 
and 115,11 Lm< 2. Since II,, + 0 in H’, {,, + 0 in H”*. Consider the map f,,, 
such that df, = 0 (on B3) and fn = 5, on dB3. Then f,, E C’(B3, R3) and 
llfnllL= G 2. 
Since 5, + 0 in H”*, f, + 0 in H’ (when n --) + co). Consider u, = ii, + fn. 
u, + u in H’ and u, le3 =g (by construction). Moreover I(uJLa, 6 3. The 
remainder of the proof is the same as in Theorem 3. 
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
To simplify, we consider only the case M = B”. 
Let f E WLsp(B”, Nk) be smooth except at most at a finite number of 
points. Let x1, . . . . x, be the point singularities off: We may assume that 
these singularities are not on aB” (if they are on aB”, we may extend f to S” 
as in Theorem 4). Since the problem is mainly local (as later considerations 
will show), we may assume that we only have one point singularity, 
centered at zero. So assume f E P( B”\ { 0}, Nk). The main ingredient in 
the proof of Theorem 5 is the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5. Let g E W13p( B”; Nk), p < n, and suppose g E P( B” \ (O}, Nk). 
Let 5=g lap. For u E W1*p(B”, Nk), set E(u) = jfl lVujP dx. Set 
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d={cp~C”(B”, Nk)/cp I,,=() (since n,-,(Nk)=O, A#@). Set 
p = inf, E A E( cp ). Then 
3p+1 
14G 1-3(p-n) E(g). 
Proof: Let q EM. Consider the map @ defined by 
- (S(x) = +9(3x) if 1x1 < $, 
- dW4 )($ - I.4 1) if f 6 I4 < 3, 
- g(x) if $< 1x1 < 1. 
@ is lipschitz and Q I dB” = <. We estimate E($): 
W)=[ IV@IPdx+J’ lV@l’dx+j IWp dx (xl 8 l/3 l/3 < Ix1 < 2/3 Ix1 b2/3 
= I, + I2 + 13 
II = 3’+“E((p) 
Combining (I), (2), (3), we obtain 
E(4)<3’P-“)E(~)+(3P+1) E(g). 
But E(@) > ,U (although @ is only lipschitz and not smooth), so 
We deduce, by taking a sequence (P,, EA? such that E(rp,) + p when 
n+ +co, that 
/&3(P--“)~+(3P+1)E(g), 
and thus p<KE(g), where K= (3p+ l)/(l-3(p-“‘). 
Remark. This inequality remains true (with the same K) if we replace 
the unit ball B” by a ball B; = {XG Iw” 1x1 G q>. 
Let us return to the proof of Theorem 5. Let m E N * and set q = l/m. 
There is a smooth map (P*: B; + Nk such that qrn ,aBm =f ldF and (see 
Lemma 5) such that 
s, IVanlPdx< (K+ 1) JP IVfl”dx. 
‘I 4 
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We define a lipschitz map fm: B” -+ Nk by 
- f,(x) =f(x) if Ix1 2 q = l/m, 
- f,(x) = q,(x) if (xl < rj = l/m. 
We have 
when m -+ + co 
so f, -+ f in W’yp. 
Remark. This method is also valid to prove the following result: Let 
1 < n - 1 d p < n, and let f~ W’“( B”, S” - ’ ) having only a finite number of 
point singularities of degree zero. Then f can be approximated by smooth 
functions in W’+‘( B”, S”- I). 
VI. OPEN QUESTIONS 
Can our results concerning spheres be generalized to other manifolds? 
- Set p. = Inf{q/rc,(Nk) # O}. Is C”(M”, Nk) dense in W’*P(M”, Nk), for 
P<Po? 
- Suppose R,_ ,(Nk)=O. Is P(M”, Nk) dense in W’~p(M”, Nk) .for 
n-l<p<n? 
APPENDIX I 
LEMMA Al. There is some lipschitz map I$~,,~: Sk --* W,,,, such that 
6) IV4,,,l G C-l, where C is an absolute constant, 
(3 4X0,E Iwxo,e = Idww,c. 
Proof. We may assume that x0 = (1, 0, . ..) E Sk. Vx E Sk, let (cp, 0) be the 
polar coordinates of x, where v, E [0, n], 8 E Sk- ‘. We write x = (cp, f?). 
Then I/ Ei~41;)as~t(x.(~,e)tSk;O~~~&} and WXO.E=~= {(~P,QES~; 
. . . 
- 4x,,E(x) = x if x E Wx,,,, 
- 4X,,,E(x) = (f(cp), ‘4 if x = (cp, 0) E V,, E, where f(q) = (X/E) cp + E, if 
O<qcps/2 andf(cp)=(2-n/s)x+(n-s) if s/2<p<s. 
It is easy to verify that 4,, satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). 
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APPENDIX II 
LEMMA A2. Let rp E W’,P(B3; R) (p > 2). Then e@(*)E W1J’(B3; S’) can 
be approximated, for the W’sp norm by smooth maps. 
Proof: U(X) = eiq(x)E L” and (VU/ = (Vq(. So UE W’“(B3; S’). There is a 
sequence (Pi E C(B), R) such that (Pi + cp in W’T~ and for a.e. x E B3. Let us 
show that u, =eiqn + u in W’” when n + + co. Set rr: R + S’, n(t) = e”, 
VtER, then u,=~co(P”, and u, + u in Lp, since q,, --, cp a.e. Moreover, 
Mcp,) - Wcp)l = IdNcp,J~&n - Wcp)~dd 
d lWcp,)l I+,, - &I + IdNcpJ - dNcp)l I44 
G llddl m 14, -&I + IWcp,) - 4cp)l I44 
Hence 
f B’ l~~~cp,~-~~~cp~lp~~“p~ lld~ll, II&,-&,-&lllp 
+ jB3 I” ld$cp,) - Mcp)l p l&l p 4 1 
Since cp, +cp in W ‘sp the first term on the right side goes to zero. Since , 
Idz(cp,) -dz(cp)l is bounded and goes to zero almost everywhere when 
n + + a~, the second term also goes to zero. 
LEMMA A3. Let p > 2 and let UE W’“(C2; S’)c C”(C2; S’). Let 
cp E C”(C2; R) be such that u = eirp. Then cp E W1*p( C2; R) and Vu = i Vqe@. 
Proof: Set, for y E S’, S, = S’ n B(y, i). There is some q > 0, such that 
u(B(x, q) n C2) c S,,,,, Vx E C2. Since uXe c~ 8(x, q/2) 3 C2, there is some 
PEN*, and some X~E C2 such that U;= I &xi, q/2) 3 C2. For each of those 
balls, we have u(8(xi, q/2)n C2)c S,,,,,. So we may write cp = 5-l ou+ 
2nk, on &xi, q/2) n C2, where iz is a local lifting. So on B(xi, q/2), Vq E Lp 
and Vu = i Vqe@. Then, it is easy to conclude. 
LEMMA A4. Let v E H’(B2; S’) be such that g = v Id,,2 EH’ c Co. Then, 
there is some map D E C”( B2, S’ ) such that B I ds~ = v ) aB~ =g. 
Proof Consider the map v’: B: -+ S’ (where Bs = (XE R2; ((xI( <2)) 
defined by v’(x) = v(x) if xE B2, v’(x) = v(x/lxl) if xE B:\B2. V’E H’(B$; S’) 
and is continuous on & \ N2. 
It is proved in [2] that there is a sequence of maps v: E Cm(Bi; S’), such 
that vh + v in H’ (when n -+ co), and since this sequence is obtained using 
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convolution, t& + u uniformly on ii:\ B:. So, for n large enough, u; and v’ 
are homotopic on 8B: Thus, t(, and g are homotopic on 8s:. By the 
homotopy extension theorem, g can be extended in a continuous way 
to B2. 
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